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Quality
Management-
A Personal View
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6: Continual imProvement
7: Factual approach to decision making
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The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) has a stan-
dard (ISO 9000) for quality management that includes eight quality
management principles (listed below) to be used by senior manage-
ment as a "framework to guide their organizations"' Reflecting on my
past, I recogni ze tnarty of these principles in lessons from my mentors'
collaborators, students, and friends' They have proven to be extremely
valuable to me throughout my various careers' As a point of reference'
these include fast-food restaurant cook (five months), college dorm
grill cook (two years), summer camp counselor (ten summers)' high
school teacher and coach (four years), waiter (two summers)' U'S'
Army soldier (20 years active duty and reserves' now retired)' univer-
sity lT (22 years), and current ACUTA president (one amazing year)'
One of the principles is customer focus, defined by ISO in this
way: "Organizations depend on their customers and therefore should
understand current and future customer needs, should meet customer
requirements, and strive to exceed customer expectations'"
Anyone who has worked as a part-time employee in the service
industry has had a taste of "the customer is always right'" Whether
I was deep-frying Icelandic cod at the local fast-food fish place or
cooking "Gator burgers" at the University of Florida' I was successful
only if our customers liked what they ate and came back for more'
My manager always wanted to know what students grumbled about
while in line for their burgers and fries and how we could make their
experience better. When I waited on tables one summer' the time
frame between meeting customer expectations and their expressing
their satisfaction was pretty thin. As a waiter you live by those exPres-
sions-called tips-and hopefully learn from your mistakes' table by
table.
During the 17 years I spent building the residential technology
services here at Washington University, I spent a lot of my energy con-
vincing our employees (full-time and student) that we were a customer
service organization that just happened to suPport technology' They
usually operated under the mistaken belief that we were a technology
support organization that wanted to provide good customer service'
For the entire time ResTech was under my direction' any services we
provided were sold to any students that signed up and paid for them'
We depended on our customers and had to understand what they
wanted, both right then and in the future' As a technology group
providing services, it was too easy to slip into "techno-babble" when
explaining to the students how they messed up their network connec-
tion. However, as a customer service organization' we made it our goal
to make sure that all of our customers had what they wanted from us'
when they needed it. Over the years those same employees would get
tired of hearing me tell them that if doing things a certain way made
itharderonusbuteasierforourcustomers,thenthatwashowwe
should do things.
II
I
Another of ISO's principles is leadership. "Leaders," it says,
"establish unity of purpose and direction of the organization. They
should create and maintain the internal environment in which
people can become fully involved in achieving the organization's
objectives."
One of my first forays into a formal leadership position was
as the summer camp assistant director. I had been working at
camp for six summers, first as a junior then senior counselor,
and I thought I was ready to run the day-to-day operations of an
international summer camp with 200 kids and 30 or so counselors.
Even though I had known most of the counselors and many of the
children for years, I was woefully unprepared to be a leader. I knew
how to be in charge, but that is different from leadership.
One of the perks of being the ACUTA program chair is getting
to introduce the featured speakers at the annual conference. One
of the highlights for me was introducing and listening to president
lohn Hitt of the University of Central Florida as he talked about
leadership. He clearly stated his
vision lor his campus in lour or five
points. Il was simple, yet complex
enough to give everyone on his
campus a path to follow as they
planned for the future at UCF. As
a noncommissioned officer (NCO)
in the U.S. Army, I was taught that
the officers set the direction and
the NCO made it happen. Effec-
tive leaders don't just manage, they
lead-"establish unity of purpose
and direction of the organization."
While the tu,o are not mutually
exclusive, they do differ.
Another tSO principle is mutu-
ally benefi cial supplier relationships.
"An organization and its suppliers
are interdependent, and a mutually
benelicial relationship enhances the
ability of both to create value."
This was an invaluable lesson
for me, and my involvement with
ACUTA really cemented it. At my
first few ACUTA events, I found
myself wandering the vendor hall
hoping for freebies or for the good
fortune to win a drawing or two. It
took me a Iittle while to realize that the real opportunity was in
establishing relationships with our corporate partners. Onty by
making such connections could I really broaden my knowledge of
what options my university had for a number of different areas. I
wasn't just looking for products that my area needed, but also try-
ing to bring information home to my university and those within
my organization.
If you want to learn more about the other quality management
principles, visit ISO's website at www.iso.org/iso/iso_catalogue/
management_standards/quality_management/qmp.htm. eual-
ity management is helpful no matter where you are in the food
chain. Take the time to understand how to be a better manager
and leader. It's an important component in your professional
development that will make you a more valuable employee.
a
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Forty Years and
Going Strong
I often wonder if the small but progressive
group of college and university telecommu-
nications professionals who got together to
form ACUTA in l97O ever envisioned the
state of higher education and information
communications technology today. \A4rile
they may not have envisioned the techno-
logical advances, they were right on target
in forming an organization that would
meet the professional needs of members in
this unique and exciting field.
Although the subject matter has
changed over the years, beginning with the
breakup of the former telephone monopoly
to PBXs versus Centrex, student long-
distance and other student services, voice
over IP, business and financial issues,
customer service, physical and network
security, cellular phones, wireless data, and
a myriad of others, the basic structure of
ACUTA has withstood the winds of change
and provided a solid support network for
all of its members.
Over its 4O-year history, even the asso-
ciation's tag line has changed to reflect our
members' changing scope of responsibili-
ties and the changing technology environ-
ment. For those who may be interested in a
brief review, here is a listing of our tag lines
over the years:
1970-1998: ACUTA: The Association for
College and University Telecommunica-
tions Administrators
1998-2008: ACUTA: The Association for
Telecommunications Professionals in
Higher Education
2008-present: ACUTA: The Association for
Information Communications Technology
Professionals in Higher Education
Even the technologies used by ACUTA
to provide member services have changed
substantially. This spring, we will celebrate
the 15th anniversary of www.acuta.org,
when we transitioned many of our services
to the Web. The telecom listserv was born
during the same time frame, providing an
easy and timely method of communication
among ACUTA members on issues they face
on their campuses. The popularity of this
service demonstrated that it met a real need
for mutual networking and support.
We will also be celebrating the one-year
anniversary of the next evolution of the
listserv, the ACUTA Community, which
was introduced in spring 2010. The ACUTA
Community incorporates many aspects of
Web 2.0 and social networking into our
online services, including wikis, blogs,
communities of interest, and the Telecom
Community, the direct descendant of the
telecom listserv. If you haven't signed up for
this service yet, I encourage you to explore
it at http://community.acuta.org/welcome.
htm. ACUTA staff would be happy to
provide assistance in navigating this new
online space. lust contact IT manager Aaron
Fuehrer ( afuehrer@acuta.org).
ACUTA has also entered the wider world
of social networking with a presence on
Linkedln, Facebook (with pages for ACUTA,
ACUTA Young Professionals, the Social Net-
working Subcommittee, and the Mentoring
and Career Development Subcommittee),
and Twitter. This is potentially an area of
substantial growth for ACUTA as we and
our members adopt and use such tools
more widely for professional networking.
In addition, over the past two years
we have phased in an expansion of our
volunteer committee and subcommittee
structure, embarking on a path of introduc-
ing new products and services to meet the
changing needs of both veterans and young
professionals in the ACUTA community.
Committees or subcommittees on Social
Networking, New Media, and Web Resourc-
es; Young Professionals; Online Learning
and Communities; Event Development; the
|ournal/eNews; Publications Development;
Mentoring and Career Development; and
International Outreach have been added.
These provide vehicles for focusing our ef-
forts at expanding services in these growth
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areas. Opportunities for involvement on
these and other ACUTA committees are
available at http://www.acuta.org/wcm/
acuta/mbr/getinvolved.pdf.
Finally, since mid-2010 we have been
focused on reviewing all of ACUTAs edu-
cational offerings. Following two surveys
of our members about your professional
development needs and preferences, we
held a retreat this past summer to develop
new educational strategies. The outcome
was a clear direction from the membership
to emphasize online learning to a greater
extent. The board of directors made a com-
mitment to develop a comprehensive edu-
cation plan, increase online learning op-
portunities for ACUTA members, develop
a comprehensive online education offering,
and change our dues structure to include
several webinars per year at no additional
cost to members. Beginning ir.20l2,we
will reduce by one the number of quarterly
face-to-face seminars that we offer, in order
to respond to our members'preference that
we expand online programs.
As you can see from these few examples,
ACUTA has been far from complacent in
its 40-year history. Through the efforts
of many, we have continued to evolve to
meet-and even anticipate-the profes-
sional needs of our members. With the
accelerating pace ofchange, we recognize
and welcome the need to continue to trans-
form the association even more rapidly and
wisely over the decades to come. We hope
you will be an active participant in this
Process.
a
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Thomas G. Dolan
Quality Management of Voice, Data, and Video:
Not as Simple as lt Sounds
Has a model of best practices emerged that en-
sures the quality management of the delivery of
communications technology on campus?
The short answer is no. But if "no" is black,
there are lots of grays along the way.
University of Washington, Seattle
"The traditional model for the delivery of voice,
data, and video on campus is, for most schools, no
longer operative," says fames Alls, director of en-
gineering/operations, UWTV, University of Wash-
ington, Seattle. Alls acknowledges that, for a few
schools, the once-standard paradigm still works.
He maintains, however, that for most schools
change has been necessary. Those that haven't
adjusted are in trouble. Those who have, like UW
have often gone through a painful change.
"In the past, users were charged for the phone
services which were used to underwrite data
and video activities," Alls explains. "Then people
cancelled phone services and started using cell
phones. We started feeling the weight of it in
2005, and the real crisis came in 2006, when we
had a big deficit and massive layoffs. We spent a
lot of time trying to figure out how to restructure
our program. We had to come up with a new pric-
ing model. It was pretty stressful."
Outside consultants were brought in to help
tackle the problem and design a new model.
"What resulted was a little strange," Alls says,
explaining that his video staff spun off from
voice and data into the campus television station,
UWTV. "We spun the video off to external affairs,
which wanted to concentrate on content rather
than infrastructure," says Alls.
The video component, now housed in the
TV station, is separate from the traditional voice
and data still under information services. Yet
what this allows, Alls continues, "is we now
have broadcast engineers providing a level
of expertise not available before, for applica-
tions such as two-way interactive video and
distance-education facilities. We work as a
consulting service to help others on campus
create and build these programs," Alls says.
The reason for the change, of course, was
the hnancial crisis, and the fact that the TV
costs are recoverable makes this new model
a viable one. Alls acknowledges that it is not
easily transferable to other campuses. Not
every campus has a TV station, and many
of those that do have them run by distinct
nonprofit entities. At UW the TV station is
actually a part of the universitY.
Pittsburg State University, Kansas
There isn't a one-solution-fits-all strategy.
Angela Neria, chief information officer at
Pittsburg State University, Kansas, describes
her hybrid system, explaining that most of
the phones on campus are traditional wired
phones but some are wireless, and some of
both are wired into the LAN. In a new build-
ing there is VoIR with the more up-to-date
integration of voice, data, and video.
But in all cases voice is given the priority.
"The perception on camPus is that the phone
is a utility," Neria says. "The perception is that
just as when you turn on a switch the electric-
ity goes on, so too when you pick up a phone,
you expect it to work. If your computer goes
down, that's an inconvenience you can some-
what accept, but not picking up the phone
and having it dead."
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In terms of going back and integrating
all of the voice, data, and video on the same
system, Neria says, "We have to leverage our
existing investment, and it's not financially
feasible to rip out all we have that has
worked in the past. I think most schools are
like us and are keeping the original phone
wiring in place. So as far as going back,
I don't see that happening. Maybe in the
future, but not now."
On the other hand, adds Michael
Wheeler, assistant director of systems and
networking, "itt not feasible to keep the
hybrid going into the future. Then youd
have to buy two of everything." Moreover,
he points out, a phone is no longer simply
a phone; new features include a seamless
handoff, such as someone participating in a
conference call via his cell phone on his way
to work. Schools are caught in an awkward
middle of technological change. They don,t
want to fix what "ain't broke," but they
must be able to adapt to what is new.
"We've been able to stay ahead of the
tide in that we have enough bandwidth for
the foreseeable future," says Wheeler,,.so if
we have to give the network a higher prior-
ity, we don't have to worry about it, or put
priorities on one aspect or another.,,
In terms of VoIR Neria says, "Much is
still in its infancy, and we're taking it slow
making sure things work right the first
time. If you do VoIP one step at a time, it,s
very scalable and is less expensive than the
traditional system. But if you try to put in
a massive number of phones all at once, it,s
not." Anallzing and evaluating are critical.
University of Northern Colorado, Greeley
Perhaps because it started early, seven years
ago, the University of Northern Colo-
rado, Greeley, has successfully converged
traditional PBX phones into the data and
video network, reports director of technol-
ogyRyan Rose. The connections from
the vendor port to the phone to the server
happen simultaneously with the interaction
of data and voice. "We do give voice prior-
ity, to avoid quality issues such as jitter or
latency in the performance of voice traffic,,,
Rose says.
With all of this integration in place,
Rose sees intriguing new possibilities.
"We're looking at ways of delivering high-
definition video along with calls, two-way
videos on phones, so I can see you and you
can see me," he says.
Of course, the financial dynamics of
making the transition are challenging. Rose
recalls, "\A/hen we embarked on our pilot
program to implement 200 phones with
the network technology, we had been given
the presidential edict that the new technol-
ogy would provide either cost avoidance or
reduction, but absolutely no cost increase.
We had to stay within the existing budget.,,
To accomplish this, Rose explains,..Our
PBX technology was just coming off its
maintenance contract, so, for a time, we
allowed that system to continue, without
maintenance, while we put those funds
historically allocated only for telephony
projects into the network. This marked
the convergence ofour PBX and network
maintenance."
As a part of this process the two sepa-
rate teams of voice and network engineer-
ing were consolidated, along with vendor
products. "There was cross-training, but it
went very seamlessly," Rose says.
The implementation of the new system
took about two years. With about 3,000 )
Contact lCall for all your communication solutions!
(8OO)225-6035 . info@l call.com
www.lcall.com/isi
4800 curtin orive. rucrarr,Xg$,$l,:iffiTCnLL
phones in 42 buildings, the University of
Northern Colorado is the largest in the
state. In making the transition, Rose sa1's,
"\\re've significantly reduced telecommuni-
cation charges."
University of Maryland at College Park
An even larger school is tl-re University
of Nlarl,land at College Park, with about
36,000 students and 50,000 total customers
in irbout 270 buildings. Yet, according to
director of r-retu,orking and telecommuni-
cation services, Trippi Sinl-ra, voice, data,
and video are totally integrated in tl-re same
netr,vork, rvith the latest technology. The
school started with tl-ris totirl integration
about 20 years.rgo and has kept current
u,itl'r each technological change as it has
come along.
From the start, Sinl-ra explains, "Qual-
ity rlanagement has been a fairly elaborate
process. Ali of t1-re man,v different elements
of the processes of services to deliverv are
categorized as very definite topics, so rve
follow the work f'low fiom cradle to grave"'
If the hrst component is having a highly
dehned grasp ofthe service offered and
hon, it is deliverecl, the second is l-raving
I'rig1-rly trair-red and competent personnel
to monitor and run the system. The third
is r,r,hat Sitrha calls the "soft" component,
making sure that users are familiar and
cornfortable rvith the technologv so that its
potential n,ill be realized.
A11 customer records are incorporated
into and analyzed by a mat-ragement system
modeled after ITEI-. "We knon'r'r'hen a ser-
rrice request has been made, rvhel e it is in
the florv, u'here it has been activated, rvhat
both the florv and the back-end flow are, as
rvell as the timelines," sinha says. "We work
ver y closel,v and connect r'vith our user base
using e mail and other fbrms of commu-
nication. We keep them informed of any
coming changes."
Or.er time, Sinha continues, best
practices have evoh'ed and have been built
upon. "We have to stay current and alert at
al1 times," says Sinha. "We have to keep up
rvith the ne\\'technologv at-rd make sure our
funding is current. \\'e tweak r'vhat n'e have
so it will be readl' for rvhat is coming next'
Our physical lbotprint from data to voice
to r.ideo is quite massive in scale. We are
one of the largest public state universities
lvith very large research centers, so we have
high expectations for continual uptin-re'"
Has the system, as envisioned at the
start, been an ongoing success? Or have
there been brcakdowns?
'At times we may lag a steP or so
behind," Sinha replies. "But I can't say that,
in our er.olutionary process, we've ever
fallen behind terribly. Right nou'we're in
harmony."
Thomas Dolan is a {reelance technical and business
writer working in the Pacific Northwest
.
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High Demands, Low Resources, and
Big Decisions
Disruptive, IP-driven communication and
information technologies are reshaping our
world, economically and socially. They are
literally changing how we define, manage,
deliver, and fund IT services. The nature of
the university mission and the stakeholders
you serve puts higher-education IT (HE-IT)
and communication service providers at the
nexus of these changes-leading the way
whether by design or necessity.
As solution consultants with an em-
phasis in HE-IT, we (the authors) have the
opportunity to speak with many CIOs,
directors, supervisors, and back-office staff
who work in HE-IT. Our discussions often
revolve around the strategies and tactics that
HE-IT professionals are using to manage
these changes to create the business intel-
ligence they need to make good decisions.
These conversations drive home the fact that
HE-IT is more important than ever, and we
consider ourselves very fortunate to have ex-
posure to how HE-IT is leading the charge.
The 98 Percent Rule
To illustrate how IP-driven changes are
reshaping our world, consider the music
industry. According to Chris Anderson in
The Long Tail-Why the Future of Business
Is Selling Less of More (http://www.amazon.
com/Long-Thil-Future-Business-Selling/
dpl ru0l302378), the typical brick-and-mor-
tar music department in your favorite retail
outlet carries about 10,000 titles. About 20
percent of these titles will generate about
80 percent ofthe sales, and from that ratio
we recognize the traditional standard, the
Pareto principle. The sale of the majority of
the remaining selections is typically far less
than one per quarter.
Randy Burns
Giselle Simas
PINNACLE Software
Then came the IP-driven delivery
model. The first IP-driven digital music
models offered about 1 million titles (many
times that now), and an interesting thing
happened. Can you guess how many ofthe
million titles sold at least one per quarter?
About 98 percent of the entire inventory
sells at least one download per quarter, ergo
the 98 percent Rule. As it turns out, the 98
percent rule applies to many digital proper-
ties in our IP-driven world. The provider's
catalog caters to demand for popular hits
and the tastes of the niche consumers like
never before. This "long tail" has changed
the industry. Yesterday, Iimited choices;
today, abundant choices-brought about
by IP infrastructure.
The 98 percent rule is one simple anal-
ogy that describes how IP-driven commu-
nication and information technologies are
reshaping our world.
Five-year plans of HE-IT organizations
today are often peppered with phrases like
"Anywhere. Anytime. Any Device." Argu-
ably, this reality affects HE-IT more signifi-
cantly than any other service provider on
campus. Delivering current and next-gen-
eration communication and information
technologies at the right time, service level,
and cost creates specific needs and chal-
lenges.
In this article we will share information
we've gleaned from these discussions and
hopefully inform and provoke further con-
versation. As many professionals stressed,
"It's an iterative process. We're learning as
we go." That is our aim here: to share, to
learn, and to continue the conversation. )
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Driving Positive Dialogue with Technology should have allowed for five years of
Customers growth' The storage was provided at no
parents often send their freshman student charge to faculty and staff' lt was nearing
off to college *itt u .."ait .".J t"a:"..".- capacity within one year' A policy change
sary" expenser. r.r u 
-o'th;; ,*;;";;;t was instituted that 
provides a specific stor-
utilization and consump,t., ,,r,.rn.* age amount 
at no charge with a usage fee
arrives rhis time-hon JF;::l;;;". i J,l]ffii.#il::H,H'J::;H1i'."*
a great opportunity for positive dialogue 
_ _--
between adults and young adults u.o,]rra problem'
the idea of what is really n...r.u.y. 3' Hybrid funding for wireless access points
ManylTleaderssaythatpositivecus-Wirelessaccesswaslike..thewild,wild
tomer dialogue is vital in determining what west" for one major university' Each college
services and service levels can be offered selected and installed its own wireless ser-
within the fixed economic constraints that vice, and there was no intercompatibility'
are the reality today. IT was tasked with developing a solution
Brenda Helminen from Michigar, that would provide compatibility and equal
Technological urrir".ritaruia,:-riurg.u*k :t:ttt across campus' 
It implemented a hy-
and utitization reporting;r;;;;l;;r brid funding model in which startup costs
us in order,o ..r.orr.ug. .o.rr..',ru,io, or were centrally 
funded and each college pays
university resources u.,d to f.o-ot..,r.- a fee per access point'
tomer conversations about the value ofthe "I get tremendous suPport for our charge-
services we deliver." back/utilization tracking Process from our
The ability to provide customers with clo and top fiscal officers because the data
hard data regarding ,n. ;';";;;;;;;;;;", help us create a more accurate 
picture of the
and the customer's ,,lt;;;;;;;;:;; true cost of a service' and that leads to better
sumption of services ril;il;;; decisions"'said Greg 
sparks' North carolina
driving positive dialogre. A few practica, state University'
examples follow: Persistent themes underlying these and
1 Reclaiming edge access ports ;"J#.Hffi;T::T;T:::.'"T'.:'
One university told us it provides depart- you provide and the ability to track/report
mental customers with edge port access lor service utilization and consumption as a
an up-front installation fee but no recurring driver for fact-based, positive customer
charge. Their annual budget for refreshing dialogue. This is not limited to usage-based
edge equipment is several million dollars. services such as storage and long distance,
A port-utilization audit revealed that about but applies broadly across a range ofother
30 percent ofthe ports had not been used services, especially new, high-demand ser-
at all in the last 90 days. A policy change to vices. For example, reporting the number of
reclaim unused ports after 90 days, except service requests and incidents you handle
in special cases, was proposed, reviewed for an IT customer helps it understand the
by customer departmental leaders, and value HE-IT continues to provide.
then approved. The institution now spends r , r r:-: ^- a^ r-:-,:-^ '..
about 30 percent less refreshing edge ports ,. In addition to driving 
positive customer
thanks to data-driven .;;;: ffiil. 
" dialogue' service utilization and consump-
*-*'"o--' 
tion data provide the information you need
2. Accountability for SAN storage to make better choices in the sourcing of
A university purchased SAN storage that technology services.
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Choosrng the Right Delivery Modelfor Each
Service
A few years ago you had to own it and op-
erate it to provide it. Not so today. Thanks
to public and private clouds, the "X as a
service" model offers you a wide range of
choices. For example, you can choose from
among a number of offerings such as:
. Managing the service internally with
your own resources
. Accessing hosted services
1. Infrastructure as a service
2. Platform as a service
3. Software as a service
4.Xasaservice
. Leveraging a Partner to both host and
manage services on your behalf
. Creating hybrid combinations of all the
above
The range of services and technologies
HE-IT offers continues to grow. Internal
management of these services and tech-
nologies requires skilled staff and resources
that are sometimes simply not available or
are in very short supply. The need to create
flexibility, cut budgets, and lower total cost
of service is forcing many IT organizations
to rethink how they operate and support
their campuses. Market efficiencies are
expected. One person we spoke with put
it this way, "Ultimately, the internal IT
group's cost per service transaction must be
competitive or die."
A growing number of institutions are
choosing to blend the services provided in-
ternally with services from external sources
to better align with market competitive
rates and create the flexibility needed to
meet changing demand. Having more
choices, however, can sometimes bring
more complexity. This applies to both
the services you offer and how you sup-
port them. A number of leaders stressed
the need for effective reporting tools that
combine the relevant performance metrics
for both internally and externally pro-
vided sources into one holistic view. It,s
important for HE-IT to own the customer
relationship regardless of the mix of service
providers you choose.
Institutions have been able to contract
with vendors to host their applications
or provide software as a service for many
years. Complementary IT sourcing is
becoming a part of most IT organizations,
which gives providers the ability to man-
age more than just software. This type of
hybrid service model can reduce costs and
streamline processes, which empowers the
institution to improve customer support
and deliver enhanced services in a more
scalable and efficient way. The question
is, which services should you and only you
provide?
These choices are important to HE-
IT professionals in a number of decision
points. This is especially true as you con-
sider how to best meet service demand and
deploy your limited resources while creat-
ing value for your customers within the
fiscal constraints that are the reality today.
It takes good cost-and-utilization data
to help you choose whether a service will be
operated internally or sourced externally.
These decisions will be vital as you build
for growth, flexibility, and agility. your ser-
vice management software platform should
be able to combine and report performance
metrics across your service catalog, whether
a service is internally or externally sourced.
The process will be much easier for
organizations that have the necessary tools
and processes in place to capture and re-
port cost-and-utilization metrics across the
service catalog.
Moving Forurard
HE-IT really is at the nexus of the powerful
forces of technology change and unprec-
edented fiscal constraints. In spite of these
challenges, most of the people we talked
with were confident that they can and will
prevail.
More demand than budget is nothing
new to many. This situation is much like
the one faced by moms and dads across the
country who sit down at the table to plan
out how to make the available money go as
far as it can. It takes confronting the brutal
facts, engaging in positive dialogue, leverag-
ing the best sources, and establishing a plan
backed by key stakeholders.
Perhaps the greater question is this:
How can institutions leverage each other or
partners to choose the optimal solution?
Thank you and kudos to all the great
HE-IT professionals who talked with us as
we prepared this material. you are leading
the way and we are grateful for the oppor-
tunity to listen, learn, grow, and share. We
look forward to more conversation.
Giselle Simas worked in lnformation Technology Ser-
vices at Florida lnternational University lor l0 years prior
to joining PAETEC in the PTNNACLE sottware group in
2005. She can be reached at glselle.simas@paetec.com,
(949) 265-2222.
Bandy Burns is a 23-year corporate member of ACUTA.
After the merger of Compco and pINNACLE in Decem-
ber,2010, Randy became a consultanl for PAETEC in
the PINNACLE software group. He can be reached at
randall.burns@paetec.com, (61 5) 6l 3-069'1.
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Lessons in lT LeadershiP:
Doing Less with Less and Failing for Success
From the title, one might construe this as
advocacy for lowering performance expecta-
tions and fostering failure. Not at all. The
real leadership message is proper resource
utilization, task prioritization and planning,
and a positive workplace climate.
Ticking Time Bombs
Most of us have felt the pressures building for
some time now. The information technology
demands and expectations of our customers
continue to expand, while available resources,
particularly human resources, continue to
dwindle. Most IT organizations have become
so single-threaded and stressed in so many
areas that they resemble ticking time bombs'
Some say we are beyond lean and mean; we
are anorexic and vicious.
From recent events in the news we see
the results of doing more with less: New
automobiles with "unintended acceleration"
problems, children's medicines with danger-
ously higher concentrations of active ingre-
dients than specified, hundreds of millions of
eggs potentially tainted with salmonella, and
the oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico. In every
example, spending more money on quality
control and disaster recovery planning would
have been so much less costly (in many ways)
than the results of not doing so. Perhaps
some of these corporations, in order to maxi-
mize proflts, knowingly gambled that such
unlikely events would never occur or would
occur so infrequently that the overall finan-
cial impact of correcting them after the fact
would still be smaller than preventing them
in the first place. Whether greed or survival
is the driving force, the ticking time bomb
of doing more with less will eventually,
inevitably explode.
So how can we avoid such ticking time
bombs?
Doing Less with Less: Thoughtful Planning and
Prioritization
I started my IT career as a software engi-
neer, and it was not long before I realized
that effective and efficient application
development involved approximately 90
percent planning and 10 percent coding.
While that ratio may seem extreme for
most undertakings, it is probably not far off
the mark. And planning includes antici-
pating every possible path in the applica-
tion-intended and unintended-and how
to deal with each, proactively' The idea
is to provide a reliable end-user experi-
ence and reduce the application's support
burden. Thoughtful planning maximizes
the efficiency and effectiveness of our re-
sources, and we can ill afford anything less
these days.
Most important, finite resources must
eventually translate into finite service offer-
ings, toward ensuring that adequate time is
available to thoughtfully, thoroughly plan
each service, from provisioning to supPort.
For an IT services organization, that means
several things:
1. Prioritizing services. Services must align
with the institutional mission. If a service
is not contributing to that mission, either
directly or indirectly, then it is time to con-
sider outsourcing or iust eliminating it.
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Some look toward communication and
collaboration as an area ripe for outsourc-
ing and/or casting out to the cloud, but
we must remember that communication
and collaboration are at the very core of
the higher-ed mission. Controlling those
services allows us to more easily integrate
them with such things as learning man-
agement, student information, classroom
technology, research collaboration, and
emergency notification systems. But
consider services further away from the
institution's mission and establish stan-
dards (to the extent possible in higher ed's
diverse environment) to avoid saturating
resources with supporting lots of "one-off"
services.
2. Keeping services simple. Operational
complexities are a resource killer. Services
must be architected toward keeping them
as straightforward as possible. That may
mean sacrificing features and flexibility for
scalability and troubleshooting ease.
This is a huge challenge for technical
organizations that are understandably cus-
tomer-service-focused (wanting to say "yes"
to every request) and that have the techni-
cal know-how to develop the most complex
of solutions. But, as in the standards argu-
ment above, extraneous features that don't
serve the broad intent ofthe service (and
the vast majority of its users) tax our finite
resources and can greatly diminish our
capacity to provide support.
Not too long ago, a group of small-
appliance designers tried to figure out a
way to keep toasters from burning toast. A
hefty combination of various mechanisms
and sensors were explored, ultimately
increasing the complexity (and cost) of
their toaster to the extent that it was too
expensive and too difficult to use, and it
had too many points of failure. Recently,
a far simpler product became available: a
clear, glass toaster that allows the user to
see when the toast is suitably toasted. As
French philosopher Charles P6guy said, "It
is the essence of genius to make use of the
simplest ideas."
3. Documenting dependencies. It is
critically important to fully understand
dependencies among services in order to
achieve proper prioritization and simplic-
ity of services, the first two items. Services
should be categorized in layers, from base
infrastructure to applications, and their
dependencies, including startup and shut-
down sequences, documented.
This documentation must be read-
ily available during change events, when
documented dependencies are necessary
to avoid surprises, but it is even more
important to have this in the event of a
disaster, when time is short and stresses are
elevated. During eastern Iowa's flood of
2008, the University of Iowat information
technology services department was able
to shut down services, starting with the
least critical, residing in a data center where
uninterruptible power stores and availabil-
ity became limited. This was accomplished
thanks to a predocumented list of critical
and important services, and their associ-
ated dependencies.
4. Leveraging the browser as the client.
Whenever possible, utilize the Web browser
as your client platform. This shifts the
burden of operating-system nuances (in-
cluding those of mobile devices) from ap-
plication developers (your staff) to browser
developers (who are already addressing this
challenge).
Mobile applications need to be designed
specifically for smaller screen sizes, but
avoiding platform-specific nuances will aid
in keeping your applications browser- (and
smartphone-) agnostic.
5. Documenting your vision. It may be
a clich6, but a strategic plan is critical to
know where yorr organization needs to be
going. Creating a vision with your leader-
ship team and documenting that vision
is necessary to ensure that everyone is
working toward the same goal(s). A unified
team is a productive team.
This is one of the most important un-
dertakings upon which your organizationb
Ieadership can embark. Every decision
you and your employees make, including
decisions on prioritizing and simplifring
services and maintaining standards, should
be guided by what has been documented
as the direction and priorities of your or-
ganlzation. Otherwise, your organizationt
reason for being should, and will, be ques-
tioned.
6. Separating engineering and operations.
Your strategic plan should be clearly articu-
lated. To make progress, you need to ensure
that the burning tactical demands, which
must be addressed (operations), are not a
constant excuse to ignore what you need to
be doing-essentially "engineering" your
strategic plan. Leadership gurus call this
"managing the important over the urgent,"
and it seems obvious that this is much
more easily accomplished by explicitly,
organizationally separating the two.
IT service organizations seem to be
reorganizing fairly frequently these days.
Some of these efforts attempt to make
customer contact points clearer. Some try
to combine like units in an attempt to take
advantage of functional overlap and reap
greater economies of scale. And some are
simply misguided attempts at keeping em-
ployees "change resilient," with no real end
benefit resulting from the disruption. By
far, the most effective reorganization that
an IT services organization can undertake
toward making real progress on its strategic
plan is one that helps cleanly segregate the
operational support side of the organiza-
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tion and the side that is responsible for
engineering, architecting, and evolving
services toward achieving the plan's goals.
One provides service care and feeding, and
the other defines the services requiring care
and feeding, and how that care and feeding
should be performed. ITIL (Information
Technology Infrastructure Library) stan-
dards and practices provide an excellent
framework for this separation.
Failing for Success: Coaching vs. Persecuting
Another critically important aspect of
competent Ieadership is allowing people
to fail-not as in the above catastrophic
"recent event" failures that are essentially
a result of negligence in the form of poor
planning, misguided resources, shortcuts,
and/or a lack of proper documentation/
oversight, but rather as in an individual's
failure in spite of trying to "do the right
thing." And this is in the context of reac-
tive, not proactive, behavior. Obviously, a
good leader does not just stand by and let
(significant) failure happen when stepping
in to help can prevent it. Rather, allowing
people to fail, in this context, means not
persecuting people for failure after it has
occurred.
The most successful people in the
world did not succeed because they never
failed, but rather because of the powerful
lessons they learned from failure itself. You
want employees to innovate, take reason-
able risks, and leverage their uninhibited
creativity. The greatest innovations toward
new efficiencies and increased effectiveness,
which maximize the resources your orga-
nization does have, come from employees
who are not afraid to take risks.
To create such a culture, you, as a leader,
must look for the opportunity in failure.
The old expression "Kiss a winner, hug a
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Ioser" clearly applies here. Failure provides
an amazing leadership opportunity-to
embrace the lessons together as coach and
coached. A constructive approach to this
will yield a positive outcome. Lessons
will be learned, remembered, and likely
not repeated. A destructive approach will
yield a negative outcome. Sure, lessons will
be learned, remembered, and likely not
repeated, just the same. But the problem is
that the innovation, reasonable risks, and
uninhibited creativity will end, with their
marvelous benefits never to be realized.
One approach builds up, the other tears
down. One is encouraging, the other is
discouraging. One is supportive, the other
is undermining. Great leaders maximize
the opportunities for learning (and thus
improving), focus on the positive, and
eliminate the harsh persecutions.
Embracing and learning from failure
may be the single most important behavior
that a leader can exhibit. It will undoubt-
edly help define the culture of your orga-
nization; directly affect the creativity, con-
fidence, and dedication of its employees;
and ultimately mark the difference between
a healthy organization and an unhealthy
one. The healthy organization is one that
continuously evolves and stays relevant, not
so much by reorgatizing, unless truly nec-
essary/appropriate, but more so as a result
of the continuous optimization achieved
by employee creativity, confidence, and
dedication. The unhealthy organization is
one that is likely doomed to fail by creating
an environment in which the boundaries
of "safe" (i.e., risk-free) activity become
so restrictive that sustained progress and
evolution are not only impossible, they are
also simply, and very dangerously, feared
and thus undesired.
Learning from the Leaders of Your Past (and
Present)
Learning from past failures is certainly not
the only way to succeed as a leader. Most
all of us have worked (or do work) for
some great leaders and some not-so-great
leaders. Think about the attributes of
each, and focus on the positive ones. The
great leaders are great because they are
able to unite and inspire people to work
hard toward a single mission. They make
expectations clear, and praise often, with
genuine appreciation. They are transpar-
ent-sharing information, fostering open
communica tion, demonstrating integrity,
and building trust. They are positive and
have a high emotional intelligence quotient,
or EQ-the ability to empathize with oth-
ers and truly relate to people. They exercise
humility over hubris. And they know to
use "we" versus "I" in reference to successes.
Happy employees make better, more
efficient and effective employees, and are
obviously much easier to retain. Happy
customers continue to choose your services
and often provide free marketing, as people
frequently share good experiences with
enthusiasm. Your job as a leader is to ag-
gregate viewpoints toward setting the orga-
nizational direction, to work on (versus in)
the organization in order to get there, and
to ensure the happiness and satisfaction, to
the best of your ability, of your employees
and customers, within the confines of that
direction.
In summary, plan, prioritize, forgive,
learn, and relate, and your organization, as
well as you as a leader, will ultimately suc-
ceed.
Mark Katsouros is the director ol network planning
and integration at Pennsylvania State University.
Reach Mark at markl @psu.edu.
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Technology on a college or university cam-
pus is challenging to manage and accurately
track due to the sheer number of users,
dispersed devices, and disparate operational
support systems. But for an IT/telecom
department to run at its peak efficiency, IT
professionals in higher education need to
maintain real-time insight into the usage
and consumplion of all primary campus
technologies. Further, IT directors and
CIOs must have a handle on the line-item
costs associated with these technologies so
that their budgets are allocated appropri-
ately and are proportionate to the usage and
overall impact on campuses. The emerging
role of IT CFO provides the financial exper-
tise needed to inform and guide decision
making.
lT and Telecom-The Strategic Expense Lines
The top five expense lines in every orga-
nization are payroll, real estate, energy,
IT, and telecommunications. Institutions
quite often provide detailed insight into
the first three categories but exclude IT and
telecommunications. One major problem
plaguing collegiate IT and telecommunica-
tions is lack of real-time insight to make
proactive and strategic decisions. Main-
taining a reactive perspective on managing
technologies leads to waste-wasted funds,
wasted purchases, wasted services, and
wasted time.
Both IT management and the entire
institution's customer base need informa-
tion to make strategic decisions that will
not only reduce costs, but ensure that they
Ieverage technologies to improve the overall
efficacy of the institution as well.
The general consensus among industry
analysts'research data is that 8l percent
of IT expenditures go toward maintaining
operations, but only 19 percent is used for
leveraging the budget to gain efficiencies.
Additional breakdown of this analysis
reveals that the range of IT spend-per-user
for a large institution starts at gl,7l2 and,
can balloon up to $11,095, netting to an
aver age of around $6,889.
Without good visibility into the
management of daily transactions, there
is no way to correlate consumption of
services with productivity. That's why these
spending inefficiencies must be addressed
for IT/telecom departments to maximize
their budget allocations and provide the
best service to their customers. Still, even
the most successful businesses have waste.
This concept has driven corporations and
manufacturing for years to adapt processes
such as Six Sigma and total quality manage-
ment. The key is determining the origin of
the inefficiencies and taking a pragmatic
approach to continually monitoring and
measuring against established benchmarks.
In IT/telecom departments at colleges
and universities nationwide, there are sev-
eral common root causes of these spend-
ing inefficiencies-starting with legacy
Procurement techniques, manual-driven
provisioning, disparate accounts payable
processes, and lack of real-time line-item
visibility into how services are consumed
and costs are allocated. This phenomenon
leads to poor asset management, redundan-
cy of systems, duplication of processes, and
misalignment of service levels that further
plague the IT departments, resulting in
Exploring the Emerging Role of the lT CFO
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Now is the time for CIOs and IT direc-
tors to run their departments as businesses
and think like CFOs.
Leveraging lT Financial Management
In short, the principles of IT financial
management (ITFM) and IT exPense
management (ITEM) allow an lT/telecom
department to forecast and provide accu-
rate, cost-effective stewardship of assets and
resources used in supporting and delivering
services. The benefits of these principles
allow CIOs to see the big picture of how
their department is functioning, along
with detailed analytics that are collected.
Think of it as a brilliant HD TV screen.
From a macro perspective everything can
Iook fine, but as you look closer you can see
all of the individual pixels that create the
picture when properly arranged. Identify-
ing and tuning an organization cannot be
accomplished from a linear, 10,000-foot
perspective.
The priorities for enabling financial,
operational, and system integration should
be directly aligned to the institution's mis-
sion. To ensure quality management within
the department, proper auditing, reporting,
and measurement are vital components
that can instill competency and effrciency
within a department. Running the depart-
ment as a business should be a natural
derivative of the business processes and
systems. It should not create additional
overhead.
The most important dimensions of
ITFM, which require the most attention,
include usage management, vendor/invoice
management, chargeback/showback, and
financial optimization. Automatically gath-
ering analltics to suPport these areas allows
both back-office managers and department
managers to see how their resources are
being used and at what capacity, and to
quickly correlate associated costs.
On campuses across the United States,
IT/telecom professionals are assigned the
conflicting responsibilities of continually
improving and expanding services while
reducing costs. A natural trend occur-
ring in the information service industry is
the fusing of departments. Where IT and
telecom used to function separately, they
now work most often under one manage-
ment structure, with IT being tasked to ac-
count for telecom equipment, services, and
analysis. This new trend is often labeled the
"shared service center" (SSC). This merging
of departments ushers in a new paradigm
where the entire IT department must run
as a self-sustaining service bureau. Telecom
operations have historically used a busi-
nesslike, SSC model. Telecom managers are
well poised to champion new technology
service bureau business practices ifthey are
willing to embrace the dynamics of the full
spectrum of IT/telecom operations.
In most organizations, IT sPends
between 3 atdT percent of the university's
overall budget. Of that, about 20 to 25
percent goes toward telecommunications.
For example, a university with a $500 mil-
lion total budget would have approximately
$25 million allocated to IT and consume
approximately $6.25 million as telecommu-
nications services.
However, managing vendor invoice
expenses represents only one dimension to
running your IT organization as a business'
There are many rapidly changing dynamics
to running an IT operation. CIOs can't just
react to expenses after they have occurred;
Thinking like a CFO is not as easy as it
may seem. In fact, it's surprising how many
campuses focus too heavily on the main-
tenance of equipment. IT professionals
have minimal time to spend on managing
budgets when they're buried in day-to-day
maintenance and replacement of campus
networks and devices. Without integrated
tools that provide an automated overall vi-
sion of how funds are being spent, depart-
ments run the risk of squandering budgets
in operations that may not require it. The
"squeaky wheel" that complains the most
may be the Achilles'heel that is destroying
the institution's budget. Adopting a prag'
matic financial perspective to IT/telecom
operations establishes a universal playing
field.
Practicing ITFM effectively and ef-
ficiently means that departments need to
avoid the "general ledger" standpoint when
it comes to tracking exPenses. This kind of
macro analltical format does not provide
as clear a picture of assets as it should. Like
the pixels, discrete activities within the or-
ganization must be managed and studied,
and relative costs must be associated with
each one.
In the same way corporate CEOs rely on
enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems
to integrate information about human
resources with finance, IT CFOs also need
an ERP-type system to provide a complete,
integrated perspective of procurements,
provisioning activities, vendor payments,
consumPtion, and allocation of services.
The fundamental purpose of any ERP )
By gaining real-time insight into how they must be able to accurately predict
and where money is being spent, CIOS can financial requirements and baseline against
manage their finances in a manner similar actual consumption. CIOs and IT/telecom
to how a CFO would manage the finances managers now require more comprehensive
of a company. This growing trend of having integrated management solutions that pro-
ITltelecom managers embrace a business vide a holistic and drill-down perspective
perspective of technology is being tagged to enable financial planning and root-cause
by industry analysts as the evolution of the analysis. The solution for these CIOs is
"IT CFO:' Practicing sound ITFM'
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There are significant changes in the
Higher Education landscape surrounding
Communication Management Software
providers. Are you affected?
,W*l.fe the,lOther guys' who have
qu'let{yland.eonsistently bee n provi d i n g
Comrnunications Mana gement Softwa re
and support,to Higher Education
lnstitr:_tioqtfo.r, over 28 yea rs.
system is to integrate two or more busi-
ness processes. The purpose of an IT-based
ERP system is to integrate the management
of technology service support and service
delivery. Higher education can achieve
significant financial benefits by integrat-
ing IT service support and service delivery
processes.
Defining Metrics for Success
Metrics must be identified and defined in
order to determine success in ITFM. The
IT CFO should be focused on measuring
return on investment and return on assets.
The variables that are used to calculate
these metrics require IT CFOs to constantly
have their fingers on the pulse of their
departments: understanding how money is
being spent, what it's being spent on, and
the overall cash flow in the department.
Doing this will have a positive effect on
the IT department and the overall institu-
tion because it will provide insights that
lead to cost avoidance-avoiding payment
of unnecessary fees-and risk mitigation-
predicting what can go wrong, and fixing it
before it does.
Next, these financial metrics must be
stacked against the technical analytics that
are monitored from the equipment and
services maintained by the IT/telecom
department. These technical analytics are
identified as being key performance indica-
tors, meaning that they must be tracked to
determine whether a piece of equipment or
service is running properly. However, being
able to track both of these data catego-
ries should not be cumbersome for one
department, especially when there are also
maintenance tasks to be completed.
ERP systems for IT/telecom are used to
manage the entire life cycle of IT/telecom
services. This framework is identified as
service life-cycle management (SLM). By
Ieveraging the capabilities of SLM, the IT
CFO can formulate strategies based on
actual data to help simultaneously reduce
legacy expenses by a reasonable measure-
ment of l0 percent while expanding service
operations. Using the previous example,
this could yield an annual cost avoidance
measurement of $5 million.
The Strategy for Controlling Your Budget
The strategy for controlling expenses is
directly related to the adage "You can't
manage what you don't measure." Gartner
published a report that delineates the mea-
sured contribution to reduce the typical
telecommunication costs up to 45 percent.
To start saving costs, the three major areas
for greatest potential for cost reduction
include: eliminating waste (8.6 percent
potential savings), aligning service levels
with needs (12.6 percent potential savings),
and negotiating better prices ( I 5.4 Percent
potential savings).
By covering areas such as telecom
expense management, inventory, and infra-
structure management, proper ITFM can
provide IT/telecom departments with the
necessary analytics that lead to maintaining
a balanced budget, while still ensuring the
right technology is in place for staff, faculty,
and students. Key areas of focus include:
. Usage management. By tracking usage
across telecommunication carriers and
various network technologies such as
storage, printing, and energy, IT depart-
ments arm themselves with the ability to
proactively manage their decision-making
processes based on the ability to discover
informative patterns in the collected data.
The real-time data allow the IT CFO to
perform vital tasks such as competitive cost
plan analyses and "what-if" comparisons
that have an overarching effect on how the
department functions.
. Vendor/invoice management. As institu-
tions adopt various dimensions of sub-
scription-based cloud services, financial
management is vital in order to track the
variety of invoices and ensure you are pay-
ing for what you are consuming. Invoices
are a linear exPense report and do not allow
for multidimensional financial analysis.
However, the IT CFO can use SLM tools to
evolve beyond reactive invoice analysis to
having actionable data by examining how
services are consumed and substantiate
how expenses enable or detract from the
institution's mission.
. Chargeback/showback. The window to
expense visibility needs to extend beyond
the IT back office. Providing secure and
timely financial insight for all fiscal officers
is the key to sustaining a collaborative and
proactive relationship with your custom-
ers. ITFM through automated chargeback
or just showback via structured electronic
billing presentment and payment is a cost-
effective and efficient technology to employ
because of its ability to reduce operational
costs and provide more in-depth financial
information. Without true chargeback
capability and the ability to show value
back to customers, the fiscal officer and end
user have no idea how they are affecting
the bottom line. Financial reports can help
department managers identifr trends and
anomalies that can help achieve significant
levels of cost avoidance.
. Shared service center. The SSC repre-
sents the latest evolution in managing and
achieving greater levels of efficacy in IT ser-
vice support and service delivery. The SSC
provides an incredibly efficient and unified
framework to deliver highly specialized
services on the basis of a service level agree-
ment with transactional cost allocations
automatically tracked and assigned. SSCs
are deployed for a variety of reasons: to
reduce costs of decentralization, to increase
the quality and professionalism of support
processes for the business, to increase cost
flexibility for supporting services, and to
create a higher degree of strategic flex-
ibility. Reported cost reductions of services
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organized in SSCs are as high as 70 percent
of tl-re original costs, but average about 50
percent.
Dirta should be collected to enable
proacti\.e analysis and help quantif,v user
p.ltterns. It is important to ider-rtifv hor,v
serr.ices anci slstems are used and l-rorv thev
allorv lT/telecol-n sllpport to go after anv
typc of pertbrmance problents that users
could experience, as r,r,ell as ultimatelv op-
timizing the pelforrnance activities to their.
greatest potenl ial.
Black ls Back in Higher Education
As the lr.orlds of Il' and telecommunica
tions fuse togetl-rer, so do tl-re metrics and
analvtics that are usecl to measure the
sLlccesses of technologl, and services. C)n
universitv campLrscs, n-rultiplc service pro-
viders are comrlon, and monitoring these
r.endors at-rcl the respcctive serr.ices thev
provicle hars reached a threshold that cannot
be held at bay by manual spreadsheets ancl
disparate databases.
A holistic approach to I IFIVI allolr,s
CIO. arrd IT dircctors l() g.lilt.l stronger
grasp of the rlranv r.ariables that come intcr
plar. rvith informatior.r technologtr The abil
it1. to gct a true, 360-degree vien, of depart
ment data leacls to t}-re t1.pe of mernagement
tl-rat helps to keep a department out of the
red and in the blacl<. It starts rvith self-ser-
vice provisioning r,r.ith rvell-defi ned serr.ice
catalogs and continues tl-rrougl-r enabling
securc electronic reporting of financial
staternents.
By building ernd accessing an integrated
unifiecl information repositon, IT CFOs
enable comprehensir.e, real-tinte financial
analysis. And by understzrnding hor,v these
variables affect 1 l'ltelecon-r budgets, the
IT CFO helps run thc departmcnt like a
busine.5-rrlnk.ing sure that ali services
are up and running, and that the data can
demonstrate I'rou, intcrnal funds are trest
being spcnt.
\\rl.rether 1.or-L call these people iT
CFOs, IT flnancial zrnal,vsts, or some oth-
er title, the f,nancial role of ITltelecon-r
gro\vs rrore important everv day, along
rvith the need f,.rr systems that pror.ide
vital financial operational data tbr better
decision makirrg.
A former lT director in higher education, Larry Fos-
ter is currently the president and general manager
of the PINNACLE sioftware division at PAETEC
(www.pinnsoft.com). He also is the presrdent of
the Telecom Expense Management Industry As-
soc ation (TEN/lA). Larry can be reached at Larry.
Foster@ PAETEC.c;om.
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Apogee
Ithaca College
Making a Case for Managed ResNet Services
Before the advent of the personal computer, life
was much simpler for the telecom departments
of higher-education institutions across the
country. On-campus housing technology in the
mid- 1900s consisted pretty much of pay phones
in common areas of residence halls and was
managed in-house without much fanfare.
Fast-forward to 201 1 : It's easy to be astound-
ed by the dramatic technological leaps we have
taken as a society and across higher-education
institutions nationwide. We long ago surpassed
the limitations of pay phones and Iandlines and
now live in the age ofVoIP (voice over Internet
protocol), mobile phones, and smartphones.
We welcomed computer desktops, then laptops,
then the Internet-which spiked the demand
for bandwidth access to new applications and
services such as university networks, social me-
dia sites, peer-to-peer file sharing, high-density
video content, gaming consoles, and more.
But as many higher-education IT teams
can attest, the pace has not even begun to slow.
Today, incoming generations of technology-
savrry students and their parents choose colleges
based not only on their intended fields of study
or the caliber of the faculty. Today, more than
ever, students shop for universities that are
technologically advanced. They expect around-
the-clock IT support for all of their connectivity
needs and comprehensive wireless coverage for
their laptops and mobile devices, anl,where on
campus, but most definitely in their rooms and
throughout their residence halls.
As a result, more and more IT departments
have found themselves in a perfect storm of
servicing student residential networking needs
in an environment of unprecedented connectiv-
ity demands, shrinking budgets, and uncharted
regulatory issues.
Even though an overwhelming majority
(more than 90 percent) of higher-education
institutions still manage their student
residential networking needs in-house, an
increasing number of schools are partner-
ing with outside providers for their student
housing networks. Four higher-education
institutions across the country-Ithaca
College, Southwestern University, the Uni-
versity of North Texas, and San Francisco
State University-provide snapshots of
their lives, before and after partnering for
managed ResNet services.
Ithaca College, lthaca, New York
Founded in 1892, Ithaca College is a
privately supported, accredited, residential
college with approximately 6,500 students.
The institution has a strong Iiberal arts
core, but also offers several preprofessional
programs and graduate programs.
In the early 1990s, Ithaca College's
information technology services (ITS)
department started building an in-house
residential network, allowing students to
bring their own computers or laptops to
connect into the college network and the
Internet for free. As technologies evolved
and advanced in the years that followed,
ITS faced increased challenges servicing all
of the college's 53 residence halls and 4,400
connections.
Some of the challenges included the follow-
ing developments:
. The activation of computer and Inter-
net connections became increasingly labor
intensive as ITS manually processed thou-
sands of handwritten forms for residential
activation.
. The introduction of Napster and peer-
to-peer applications led to an explosion in
demand for bandwidth, and the challenge
to educate students on etiquette and legal
Southwestern Universitv
University of North Texas
San Francisco State University
ramifications around the proper use of a
shared network, as well as that of dealing
directly with copyright holder complaints
and student infractions.
. Beyond computers, expectations rose
for speedy and seamless connectivity as
students also began bringing additional de-
vices to their residence halls: DVD players,
gaming consoles, smartphones, and more.
. A virus plagued campus computers. In
August 2003,lthaca College was plagued by
a worldwide virus epidemic that coincided
with move-in season. It soon became
apparent that all a student had to do was
plug into Ithaca's ResNet to infect their
computer. The college created an emer-
gency response team and activated resident
assistants to help individual students clean
and patch computers. ITS monitored
infection levels at each building and shut
down Internet access when infection levels
were deemed too high while continuing to
work with individual students and turning
connection ports on or off. Although the
virus problem was resolved by Labor Day
weekend, it angered many students, along
with their parents, with a few even asking
for tuition refunds.
The multitude of issues prompted
Ithaca College to question the feasibility
of having ITS continue to provide support
through its in-house resources, or whether
partnering with a third party would be
more resource-effective and improve ser-
vice. Ithaca College decided to implement
managed residential services in 2004, and
in just four months, they had achieved the
goals they set out to accomplish:
. Creation ofa tiered Internet service
plan, including a no-cost option for students
. On-site technical support and around-
the-clock phone support for all students
living in the 53 residence halls
. Increased bandwidth that scales as tech-
nologies advance and the college continues
to grow and expand
. The creation ofa network architecture
that would not be affected by viruses,
worms, and Tiojans
. The establishment of a collabora-
tive relationship and partnership with an
experienced vendor who understood the
academic market and the law
Ed Fuller, director of information
technology, summed up their experience
this way: "We simply weren't equipped or
chartered to be an ISP. Turning that busi-
ness over was a good business decision for
Ithaca College."
Southwestern University, Georgetown, Texas
Founded in 1840, Southwestern University
is the oldest university in Texas. It is a
selective, four-year, independent, under-
graduate national liberal arts college that
has been consistently ranked among the
nation's leading private colleges academi-
cally.
When the school's information technol-
ogy services (ITS) department introduced
residential networking for the approxi-
mately 1,100 students who lived in the
residence halls in the mid-1990s, it had
a simple goal: to provide students with
e-mail access and a way to surf the limited
information-based Internet available at
that time.
But in a span of only a few years,
students found many new uses for the
network, as they began to download rich
media (audio and video) en masse and
exchange large files through peer-to-peer
file-sharing networks. Southwestern's ITS
department found itself under constant
pressure to provide more and more
bandwidth and to take more staff time and
resources away from the core IT activities
of the university. Mounting challenges
prompted Southwestern's leadership to
consider in-house residential networking.
CIO Bob Paver summed up their
dilemma: "The natural question was, were
we focusing on our core strategic mission
for the university-to support academics
and research-or were we simply an Inter-
net service provider for students?"
Once the pivotal decision was made,
Southwestern changed its residential net-
working model from in-house to managed
services in a two-stage process:
l. Hardware upgrade. To facilitate band-
width expansion, Southwestern was able to
leverage a no-cost upgrade ofits existing
network infrastructure, which included a
full-scale deployment of core routing and
switching equipment. Hubs in the resi-
dence halls were replaced with new l0/100
switches, and building links were upgraded
from 10 Mbps to 1,000 Mbps.
2. Move-in and connectivity support. In
previous years, campus housing and ITS
offices were overloaded with support needs
during the busy move-in seasons. The deci-
sion to shift campus housing connectivity
and networking issues to the managed
ResNet provider's on-site technician and
2417 support hotline led to a dramatic
reduction of calls to the campus help desk,
freeing up time for administrators to focus
on other issues.
Both Southwestern's ITS department
and students were pleased with their new
residential networking setup. Reporting
on his work life after turning over ResNet,
Todd Watson, senior network administra-
tor, said, "I haven't had to look at the band-
width and datatraffi.c flow since the project
came online. I've already had enough time
to implement a long-awaited systems proj-
ect that normally would have been delayed
with the start of the semester."
University of North Texas
With an enrollment of more than 34,000
students, the University of North Texas
(UNT) is the flagship campus of the UNT
System and the fourth largest university in
)
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Texas. More than 6,000 students live on
campus in its 14 residence halls, making
UNT the largest residential campus in the
Dallas-Fort Worth area.
By the spring of 2007, UNT residence
halls were feeling increased pressure to stay
competitive with the Internet connection
speeds to which students were accustomed.
Students complained of delays in network
connections and increasingly demanded
wireless Internet access. At that time, UNT
maintained a full-time employee dedicated
exclusively to managing ResNet activity, but
75 percent of his time was sPent tracking
issues, turning ports on and off, and deal-
ing with PCs that were hogging bandwidth.
However, he was unable to address the
underlying infrastructure upgrades needed
to meet the heightened expectations in the
residence halls.
The decision to implement managed
residential network services at UNT solved
the problem on multiple levels.
1. Infrastructure boost. By leveraging
managed ResNet services, UNT traded in
the costs of maintaining its aging infra-
structure for a stable, predictable cost
system with built-in technology refreshes.
UNT also implemented more infrastruc-
ture upgrades, bringing in additional
routers, putting up firewalls, and adding
software revisions.
2. Enhanced student support. UNT
introduced on-site and around-the-clock
technical support for its 6,000 resident
students, vastly speeding up the response
time in troubleshooting any connectivity
and bandwidth issues.
3. Savings in labor costs. With technical
support now off its plate, UNT was able
to save significant staff hours and costs
on the residential networking front. Staff
and resources could be redeployed to other
campus applications to support the school's
larger academic goals. "It's like adding
staff without adding staff," said foe Adamo,
director of communication services.
Reflecting on life before and after man-
aged ResNet services, Adamo added, "With
the number of connections, we could not
keep up in the past. We now have upgraded
service packages and a 24-1now help desk."
San Francisco State UniversitY
San Francisco State (SFSU) is a lead-
ing urban public university and part of
California State University, the largest
system of higher education in the coun-
try. Enrollment at SFSU had climbed past
29,000 students on its 134-acre campus in
southwest San Francisco. With enrollment
increasing significantly, SFSU undertook an
ambitious project to acquire several large-
scale residential communities adjacent to
the campus, and along with this, expand
its existing housing network to 12,000-plus
connections.
During that period, the university came
face to face with multiple challenges: It
needed not only to integrate smoothly the
new properties with the rest of SFSU, but
also to upgrade its existing network and
establish new residential networks that
would meet rising student expectations for
higher bandwidth and wireless connectiv-
ity as video streaming and "Internet access
everywhere" became the prevalent expecta-
tion among students.
In addition, SFSU faced budget and
time constraints and had limitations on
what it could spend on new staff or equip-
ment. SFSU determined that its best strat-
egy was to partner with a specialized and
experienced network provider and selected
a partner with the ultimate goal of achiev-
ing a residential network infrastructure so
flexible and dependable that it is expected
to meet campus technology demands for
the next 15 years.
With its new partner, SFSU quicklY
rolled out the following improvements:
. Full build-out of a new residential
network at newly acquired student hous-
ing properties, including laying of un-
derground fiber establishment of server
rooms, and wiring for high-speed Internet
connections.
. Full infrastructure upgrade and integra-
tion of existing and new residence halls,
allowing for a scalable, fully integrated
voice/video/data network that provided
students with high-speed Internet and
comprehensive wireless coverage.
. Full-service plans and packages,which
were embraced by the student popula-
tion. They can now count on complete
on-site support and maintenance as well as
around-the-clock technical support. Tech-
nologically advanced students who want
higher bandwidth and ultra-high-speed
connectivity also have the option to buy
into service packages that deliver beyond-
basic access.
Best of all, the university was able to
keep the administrative control it wanted.
The IT team was able to maintain focus on
supporting the university's expansion and
academic goals while handing off the time-
consuming, detail-driven job of running
and maintaining 12,000-plus connections
in the student residential network.
Along with the rest of the country,
higher-education institutions are chal-
lenged to deliver more with fewer resources
during these difficult times. Managed
residential networking, while a relatively
new trend, is capturing the attention and
fascination of an increasing number of
administrators as they consider ways to run
student housing networks that have the
potential to work better and save money.
Charles Brady is founder and CEO of Apogee. Reach
him at cbrady @ apogeenet.net.
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Abilene Christian University
Equipping a Learning Studio
In February 2008, Abilene Christian Uni-
versity (ACU) launched a mobile learning
initiative that provides mobile devices to
incoming freshmen students and integrates
these devices into the learning environ-
ment. In the months since the initiative
launched, the university has continued to
see dramatic ways in which faculty and
students have leveraged mobile platforms
to complement, or in some cases alter, the
manner in which content is delivered. In
August 2010, the university marked a sig-
nificant milestone as both incoming fresh-
men and senior classes were given mobile
devices. For the first time since launching
the mobile learning initiative, all full-time
undergraduate students are equipped with
mobile devices, and all instructors and
professors have the opportunity to inte-
grate them into the learning process.
One of the elements of the vision for
ACU's mobile learning initiative emphasiz-
es the importance of student-contributed
content to the learning process. Students'
participation in finding and delivering
content, empowered by mobile, unlimited
access to the lnternet, offers some interest-
ing opportunities to transform the d1,nam-
ics of a traditional college classroom. One
challenge confronting this participatory
process is the means to share this informa-
tion in a compelling and effective man-
ner. This challenge is where the seeds of a
Learning Studio have been sown.
The Learning Studio offers students
and faculty, across academic disciplines,
resources and facilities for experimenta-
tion, development, and production of
rich-media-enhanced learning materials.
Centrally located within ACU's Learning
Commons-which also features a Writ-
ing Center, Speaking Center, and Student
Technology Support Center-the Learn-
ing Studio will function as a lab, studio,
and collaborative work space. Staffed with
media specialists and leveraging these exist-
ing services offered within the Learning
Commons, the Learning Studio offers to al-
leviate the barriers to develop and produce
rich-media content, thus leveling another
digital divide within the academy.
Collaboration and Content Creation: Guiding
Design Theory
According to the June 2010 ComScore Ex-
tended Search Engine Rankings, YouTirbe is
the second most popular search engine be-
hind Google with 3.6 billion queries in fune
2010 alone. According to YouTirbe's own
online fact sheet, 2 billion videos a day are
viewed, and every minute 24 hours of video
are uploaded. Those data validate that
digital media is becoming a preferred plat-
form for personal and even institutional
expression. One question for the academy,
therefore, is, How are students learning to
express themselves through digital media in
persuasive and professional ways? As digi-
tal media and mobile technologies continue
to converge and become pervasive, there
exists a critical need to teach students how
to express their views and opinions persua-
sively and professionally in video.
One of the fundamental academic
forms of honing ideas and content has
been the editing and review process (i.e.,
collaboration). Individual content creation
is important, but students and faculty need
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to recognize the incredible synergies that
can be developed through collaborative
content creation. One of the fundamen-
tals of the Learning Studio's design is to
provide spaces that encourage this collabo-
ration. The levels of collaboration that are
envisioned are not only student to student,
but also faculty to student, and faculty to
faculty.
With collaboration as a fundamental
design theme, the obvious priority of the
space is for it to inherently inspire and
have the tools necessary for creating digital
video and audio content. Having inten-
tional spaces that provide "touch-and-go"
capabilities for producing
a podcast, audio record-
ing, or presentation video
is a major priority in the
Learning Studio design.
This easy-access mentality
includes the need for these
spaces to be close to media
specialists who can assist
in content creation and
technological assistance.
The Learning Studio is
designed to be a place for
creating varying levels of
content. The touch-and-
go spaces are likely to be
more basic video and audio projects, but
there is also a significant need for produc-
ing high-end video. To meet this need, a
production-level studio and editing lab
are in the design as well. These spaces will
require staffed personnel to assist students
and faculty with high-end video projects.
The final notable theme within the
Learning Studio's design theory is the no-
tion ofa"one-stop" resource center. The
Learning Studio itself will house a Digital
Media Center staff consisting of trained
media specialists along with the university's
Speaking Center. Since the Learning Studio
Figure 1. Artist's rendering of ACU's Learning Studio
is Iocated within the university library,
students will be within access to the Tech-
nology Support Center and the Writing
Center, and will have the libraryt research
specialists at their service. The hope is that
every resource needed for producing com-
pelling and professional video content will
be easily accessible by students and faculty
within the Learning Studio's vicinity.
Cost and Resource Analysis
Design theory meets reality during the
cost and resource analysis process. Rarely
are budgets large enough to provide for a
complete project's design theory. There-
fore, prioritizing the overall functional
goals of the Learning Studio is an essential
task. This task, which is still in process, is
requiring collaboration among the Studio's
constituents, the architect, technologists,
Iearning space designers, and the campus
building and grounds personnel.
In order to appropriately prioritize the
Learning Studio design, each section of the
plan is weighed against the overall design
theory. The central themes behind ACU's
design include collaboration, varying levels
of digital content creation, and the one-
stop resource center. Considerable effort
is expended to ensure these central themes
are not compromised during the cost and
resource analysis process.
Three main areas are involved in the
prioritization process. The first consists of
the functions of the Learning Studio. The
second area includes the back-end infra-
structure necessary for the Studio to carry
out its functions. The third area is the
staffing to caffy out the functions. Each of
these three areas needs to be examined and
weighed against the central themes behind
the design theory.
The functions of the Learning Studio
include collaboration
spaces, content creation
spaces, and resource
spaces. Collabora-
tion spaces include
digital diners and
small-group rooms.
Content creation spaces
include podcasting
rooms, a digital editing
lab, and a high-end
video-recording studio.
Resource spaces include
a Speaking Center
and the Digital Media
Center. Each space in
itself contributes to the
foundational themes, but priority has to be
placed on the percentage of overall space
that each of these areas would take up.
Since collaboration is a major theme
within the design theory, digital diners and
group rooms were considered essential
elements. Keeping digital diners along the
north and south boundaries of the Studio
is considered a must-have for the de-
sign. Originally, every diner booth would
feature an LCD monitor with an integrated
network and display port so that students
could plug in their laptops or mobile de-
vices and display to the entire table. After
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1a cost analysis it seems more appropriate for
half of the diner booths to have the integrat-
ed display and half to be without. Space-us-
age studies can later determine if every diner
booth really needs the added display.
Small- and Iarge-group meeting rooms
are another vital collaboration element
within the design. The small-group rooms
are designed to be touch-and-go podcast-
ing rooms for individuals or groups of four
or less to have a private space to record
presentations. Large-group meeting rooms
are designed to be both a meeting space and
a space capable of displaying and recording
larger group meetings or presentations. The
technology decisions being made in group
rooms have significant price ranges.
The rooms could feature state-of-the-
art technology and control systems or they
could merely be rooms with furniture. The
cost analysis requires the true functionality
requirements of the room to be clearly out-
lined. This creates a structure ofdiscipline
in making final technology decisions. As we
examine technology, it is quite clear what
meets the functionality requirements and
what goes well beyond the intended usage.
At this stage of the decision process, the
three or four small-group rooms will be
simple podcasting spaces. Each will feature
furniture for up to four students, a large-
screen display on one side of the room to
display a presentation, and a wall-mounted
iMac on the other side of the room to record
sound and video of the presentation. They
will be equipped with a ceiling-drop con-
denser microphone to pick up the presen-
tation audio. These spaces will also have
one full-wall whiteboard for collaborative
learning and brainstorming.
Two large-group rooms will feature
furniture for six to eight students. A large-
screen display will be on the wall with
audiovisual connections to the display being
mounted within the table. These rooms will
also have a fuIl-wall whiteboard and the pos-
sibility of rolling in portable whiteboards
for extra collaborative space.
As with most learning-space projects.
although front-end technology is a neces-
sary investment, it is clear that space design
trumps technology. Creating inviting,
collaborative environments that inspire
students to create new ideas requires a
focus on spacial and interior design first.
For example, having digital signage every
twenty feet within the Learning Studio
might provide a "wow" factor, but is it im-
perative to create the environment desired?
Making decisions based on functionality
over glitz and glamour is something that
takes discipline and constant refocus.
Due to Abilene Christian University's
commitment to mobile learning, certain
infrastructure technologies are non-ne-
gotiable. Thus, having pervasive wireless
coverage in the Learning Studio is desig-
nated as a need rather than a want. While
Ethernet connectivity is available for the
digital diner tables, small-group rooms, and
large-group rooms, wireless network con-
nectivity promotes flexibility for collabora-
tive work. The wireless network also serves
postproduction functions, by allowing
studio constituents to view their finished
products on mobile platforms.
The final concern for the Learning
Studio's cost and resource analysis is
ultimately sustainability. Any technology
that is purchased and installed within the
Learning Studio must be accompanied by a
plan to upgrade and replace it as well. This
same thought process is also being applied
to stafling. Developing long-term funding
strategies to protect the initial investment
in the Learning Studio is no small matter.
Getting strategic university commitments
and securing funding sources for future
upgrades and staffing is a crucial aspect
that needs to be in place before construc-
tion can begin.
Conclusion
With a fully saturated undergraduate
student body with mobile devices and with
a clear intent that rich media will function
as an effective and compelling medium in
the learning environment, ACU recognizes
the opportunity to assist in developing the
opportunities, making available the tools of
production, and encouraging both faculty
and students to take advantage of these
resources. As cited already, the costs associ-
ated with moving from concept and design
to execution can be staggering. Having a
corporate partner, such as AI&l who ap-
preciates the vision and challenges associ-
ated with the convergence of mobility and
rich media, ACU is poised to fully realize
the potential of a Learning Studio.
As with any pilot, all eyes are focused on
measures to determine the success of this
latest tenant in the university's innova-
tive learning initiative. Measures such as
the number of hours, visits, users, and
projects will likely make up the metrics of
the Learning Studio. However, given the
emphasis on collaboration, one of the ele-
ments that the university wants to measure
is how well the Learning Studio promotes
and facilitates relationships. Much as
ACU's mobile learning initiative is nol
focused on devices, the Learning Studio is
not singularly focused on the production of
rich media. It's the process and opportuni-
ties that the studio offers to call students,
faculty, and specialists together that can
result in the creation of rich media. It is
these relationships and the collaboration
that goes along with these relationships that
will solidify the Learning Studio's success
for Abilene Christian University.
Arthur Brant is director, enterprise inlrastructure at
Abilene Christian University, and Dennis Marquardt
is project manager, educational technology. Reach
Arthur at branta@acu.edu. Dennis can be contacted
at marquardtd@acu.edu.
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Carousel lndustries
Tackling a New Age of Mobile Devices
and Viftualization at Dean College
Located about 40 miles southeast of Bos-
ton, the town of Franklin, Massachusetts, is
home to Dean College, a private liberal arts
school that today educates 1,200 students
each year on its historic 1OO-acre campus. A
walk through Dean College offers views of
New England tradition: red-brick build-
ings, wrought iron gates, and stained glass
windows, glimpses of the school as it was
when first founded in 1865.
Dean College was also one of the first
college campuses in the United States to
pioneer campuswide WiFi, a wireless lo-
cal area network. At a diverse school that
prides itself on providing an environment
where faculty, staff, and students can thrive,
access to the network from wherever they
live, learn, and work was key to supporting
that goal. Dean's administration in 2001
began the process of connecting students
and faculty to the campus wireless net-
work with laptops and wireless cards. The
network expanded to connect the school's
E. Ross Anderson library, academic course
websites, college-provided e-mail, and the
school's intranet.
\{hen Russell Prentice joined Dean's IT
division as director of infrastructure servic-
es in 2008, he found a technology base that
in many ways had become a victim of its
own success. "Part of our job," he says, "was
to look at the infrastructure to see how it
stacked up against industry, business, and
commercial standards. What we found was
a flat network built organically that kept
growing because people kept adding things
to it." Meanwhile, the popularity of mobile
devices and wireless network services was
increasing traflic and putting new strains
on a technology infrastructure unable to
scale with demand.
Prentice remembers the challenges of
supporting a network that lacked modern
routing and load distribution. "We were
seeing a degradation of performance,
while at the same time we saw the need
to increase the services that we provided.
Things could be erratic-high-traffic times
brought with them outages, and often a
failure in any location meant a failure of
the network." With the support of Dean
president Paula M. Rooney, CIO Darrell
Kulesza and Prentice set out to develop
a road map for replacing Dean's internal
network with one that could once again
stay ahead of the demands placed on it by
faculty and students plus support the expo-
nential growth in mobile devices and future
media-rich e-learning and collaboration
applications.
"A Pedect Storm"
The school partnered with Carousel
Industries to design and plan the upgrade
to Dean's infrastructure and brought in
Aruba Networks for the new 802.1ln wire-
less LAN. The road map they created was
a three-year plan. First priority had to be
campus cabling: Dean's 23 buildings sport-
ed a mix of installed network wiring that,
in many cases, dated back to the college's
earliest network installations. The decision
was made to remove all currently exist-
ing network cable across the campus, and
replace it with CAI 6 Ethernet cabling. In
doing so, they realized that using Ethernet
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only where necessary and WiFi everywhere
else would both save money and deliver
better connectivity.
"We had a perfect storm," says Kulesza.
They learned that by 2010, the school's
NEC phone system would no longer be
manufacturer supported and would have
to be replaced. Additionally, the Septem-
ber 2009 groundbreaking of a planned
28,800-square-foot performance center
and dining hall meant that by October
2010, Dean College's aging technology
infrastructure would be taxed well beyond
its breaking point. 'And we already had
growing network issues on top of that. We
had no choice. A three-year road map had
to become a one-year plan."
The team
decided to
replace the
school's
obsolete NEC
phones with
a new cam-
puswide VoIP
telecommuni-
cations infra-
structure. The
cable replace-
ment effort
would have
to come first, however, and couldn't truly
begin while students were still on campus.
Because Dean's student base is 90 percent
residential, the residence halls would have
to be empty during the construction phase.
The process could begin only after com-
mencement in May 2010, and the entire
upgrade project would have to be complete
in just three months.
What We Did This Summer
"The campus infrastructure itself wasn't
in any state to handle the capacity we
needed for a new 802.11n WiFi network,"
says Prentice. "First you need the cable
to handle it, then you need to have the
network infrastructure in place to deliver
it. Only then could we install the wireless
service upgrades we would need to support
the performance hall and expanded college
needs."
The cabling overhaul began just after
commencement. Beginning with the outly-
ing buildings, the team moved quickly to
tear out existing and outdated network
wiring, replacing it with CAI 6 cable and
wall sockets. The time crunch meant hav-
ing to move into areas as soon as occu-
pants were gone.'As soon as students left
after graduation," says Prentice, "we moved
into their residence halls."
The college's Internet connection was
the next step. The team renegotiated their
Internet service contracts in 2009 and
2010, upgrading the school from a single
20-megabit WAN connection to twin 50-
megabit lines provided by separate service
providers. Significantly increasing the
school's total available Internet bandwidth,
the renegotiation and conversion cut the
college's overall Internet cost by 25 percent.
The LAN backbones (totaling 2l) con-
necting Dean's four main buildings were
upgraded to high-capacity 10-gigabit HP
data switches. The college's 20-plus aging
LAN servers were replaced with 16 state-
of-the-art HP blade servers; discrete disks
were replaced with a centralized and secure
EMC SAN storage solution. Using sophis-
ticated server virtualization software, the
new network architecture now supports the
virtual equivalent of 44 pre-upgrade servers
and offers significantly more service capac-
ity while dramatically reducing the system's
physical footprint and cutting operational
costs for electricity and maintenance.
Next, the new VoIP phone system was
installed, and finally, Aruba 802.1 ln access
points were installed spanning the campus.
Aruba's Multimedia-Grade WiFi solution
was able to handle current and future stu-
dent computing needs with the increase in
video and voice traffic on the network and
the expected inunda-
tion of smartphones
and tablets. The WiFi
network was expected
to be the primary
network connection
for students, guests,
administrators, faculty,
and staff going for-
ward. It also needed to
support the growth in
virtualization as more
applications were
accessed from mobile
devices.
Even during the summer, there were still
programs and students to consider. "We
couldn't have done any of this without the
participation and understanding from ev-
eryone on campus," says Prentice. Summer
students and programs had to be carefully
navigated to avoid unnecessary disruptions.
"Preparation really is everything. We spent
a lot of time planning and adhering to the
plan. That was critical to our success."
Students Meet Captain Aruba
Potential support worries weighed heavy
on Dean College's network upgrade team.
g
I
d
o
Figure 1. Dean College's network hero, Captain Aruba
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"We decided that we needed to get kids
engaged before they 1eft," Prentice says.
Before summer break commenced, the
team had consulted with students and
with representatives of Dean's student
government. Was there a funny, engaging,
and effective way to prepare students for
such a dramatic change in the fall? "The
last thing we wanted to do was issue a dry
communiqu6 from IT."
The solution: a social media campaign
built around a cartoon character named
"Captain Arubal'Yia a Facebook page,
periodically the team would issue an
announcement: "This is the latest bul-
letin from Planet Aruba. Captain Aruba is
coming!" The lighthearted network hero
would then go on to update readers on
the progress of the upgrade effort, and on
what students would need to know when
they returned in the fall.
By the time students returned, the team
had completed the network overhaul in
record time-and Dean's students came
back to their residence halls to find a new
WiFi network that was nothing like the
one that had been there in May. As the fall
semester began, technology team mem-
bers kept their fingers crossed and waited
for problems. They constantly walked the
campus, searching for wireless connection
failures. They steeled themselves for a wave
of support issues that never materialized.
"We kept looking at each other," Pren-
tice says, "and we were worried that the
problems were there, and no one was tell-
ing us about them. But it turned out that
there weren't problems. We went online
with students as smoothly as anyone could
want."
Down the Road
Dean College's new performance center
and dining hall was completed in the fall
of 2010. The school's network upgrades
were completed and operational in time
for both the center's grand opening and the
start of the 2ol0-2oll year.
Having successfully compressed an al-
ready ambitious three-year technology road
map into a one-year plan executed over a
single summer, Dean's technology planners
are now focused on the future. "We built
this new network to handle our school's
needs for the next seven years," says Pren-
tice. "But we're looking down the road."
"Once upon a time, fstudents] said
texting was great. They still do today. But
'FaceTiming'is the next thing-where stu-
dents are actually talking to each other via
mobile video on iPhones. Social network-
ing sites like Facebook are also becom-
ing much more multimedia-hearywith
embedded video and photos. The drive to
be online with everyone constantly and
permanently is only going to drive up the
need not only for greater wireless capacity
but also for the quality of service to ensure
a good experience for students.
The new network infrastructure was
planned from the outset to be easily
upgraded in the future, where additional
network and server capacity can be added
as needed, without affecting existing opera-
tions. Virtualization will remain a major
focus for the school's ongoing network
growth strategy, allowing consolidation of
existing servers while increasing security,
expanding service offerings, and decreasing
long-term operational costs. Managing the
network as a single virtualized whole rather
than as an ad hoc collection of technolo-
gies gradually aging into obsolescence is the
heart of Dean College's long-term strategy
for meeting expanding student requirements.
"We provide an experience when
students come to college," says Prentice.
"They're coming from their homes, where
they have a mobile, high-speed nehvork
all to themselves. And now they're com-
ing to a campus where they want to get
connected-but they have to compete with
more than 1,000 other users and thousands
of other WiFi-connected devices. We need
to provide them with the ability to do that."
Looking Back
What would the veterans of Dean College's
2010 network upgrade offer as advice to
schools facing similar situations? Quality
communication-and lots of it.
"We worked hard to involve the user
community," says Kulesza of the project's
success. "We were engaging teams of users
about the projects that directly affected
them, giving them ample advance warning
about what we were going to do, and when
and how. We solicited regular feedback
from users to quickly identifz'hot-button'
issues. Every step of the way, we carefully
planned everything out to avoid any sur-
prises."
Keeping senior management informed
was as important as user communication,
according to Kulesza. "We made a con-
scious effort to explain this project to our
vice presidents in terms that had meaning
for them. How will these upgrades advance
the experience of the college? How will the
students benefit? How do these technol-
ogy improvements directly lead to a better,
more significant educational experience?"
Prentice agrees. "There were curveballs
along the way,'he says. "But we were able to
work around them. Preparation and com-
munication made all the difference."
For more information about the project, contact Dar-
rell Kulesza at dkulesza@dean.edu or Russ Prentice
at rprentice@dean.edu. Roben Warren writes for
Carousel lndustries. To reach Carousel lndustries,
contact Kelly Harman at kharman@carouselindus-
tries.com
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Keith Fowlkes
The University of Virginia's College at Wise
The Building of a Data Center:
Management Lessons Learned
It was only a year ago when we moved into
our newly constructed data center and the
adjoining beautiful new IT staff offices. The
move-in went very well, but it came after
lots of planning, discussion, and persua-
sion. We didn't get everlthing we wanted,
but in these economic times, who does?
We did come away with a solid design and
some lessons learned, as well as some les-
sons we are still learning a year later.
This was my third new data center.
Every institution I've been a part of over
the past 25 years has either built a new
facility or moved into a renovated facility. I
thought I had seen it all, but times change
and so do federal and state regulations, not
to mention technology needs.
The standard items are still standard:
air conditioning, fire suppression, clean
and redundant power. Some things were
new such as card and biometric entry
systems. Good infrastructure still comes at
a cost of time and attention. But for those
who might be planning for a new data cen-
ter, a few lessons from our project manage-
ment could prove useful.
l. Build strong relationships with con-
struction management and contractors.
It is not magic. People build your build-
ing and you pay for inattentiveness to the
process. Our construction management
was outstanding, and I assigned one of
my veteran staff members to be the direct
liaison to the construction supervisor. This
staff member was in all the meetings, knew
al1 the contractors, and kept me in the
information loop on all items of concern. A
good construction company will also have
a good quality-assurance person on-site,
every day. This was the case for our people
as outlined in the contracts. Make sure you
have this in yours.
It's very important for your construc-
tion management to understand that they
are meeting your organizational needs and
not just fulfilling obligations on paper. Do
your best to partner with them and make
them feel comfortable to talk with you
about any concerns they have in the process
of building. Our construction manage-
ment people felt comfortable to drop into
my office multiple times a day to discuss
the project, its progress, and any issues that
might be concerning them.
Thanks to our architect's office at UVA,
the office of information technology was
involved throughout the building process,
including the selection of the construc-
tion management company. It made the
difference in catching problems quickly and
finding remedies without cost overruns.
2. Be patient and understand the sources
and nature of capital funding.
My previous two institutions were private,
and funding allocations were much less
restrictive. With state institutions, as you
may already know, funding sources tend to
be less flexible. Within the process, certain
funds are allocated for LEED (Leadership
in Energy and Environmental Design)
compliance, office square footage, fagade
work, and fire systems before any thought
is put into the IT aspects of the building.
This makes many IT leaders nervous, and
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rightfully so. Spend some time understand_
ing the funding source or sources, what
funds are restricted/allocated, and what can
be used for changes and necessary enhance-
ments.
As in everything, patience is a virtue
here. Choose your batties wisely, and be
functionality focused when looking at
building design. As the architects, con-
sultants, and construction management
people go through standard construction
items, raise your concerns with only the
things that directly relate to the functional-
ity of the building. This focus on function-
ality will help 
,vou build credibility with
them and will make a difference when the
final plans are made. The time will come
when your voice will be heard to install
that extra air-conditioning unit instead of
installing those gargoyles on the corners of
the building (metaphorically speaking, of
course).
3. Physical security is becoming even
more important.
Every institution wants to trust its stafl but
when you have so many people with access
to sensitive areas, it is important to know
who was where and when. Even some of
the best employees and maintenance staff
can make poor decisions in times of stress.
Their actions might not be malicious, but
knowing details of who comes and who
goes through secure areas makes a big dif-
ference in tracking many problems.
We have installed ID card-based door
access readers for entry through main
doors, office suite doors, and engineering
doors, and a biometric reader with code
and fingerprint entry for the data center it-
self. Security cameras inside and outside of
the data center are aiso very useful. These
resources allow for expanded tracking of
staff and facility support personnel through
secure areas and can be surprisingly cost-
effective.
We decided to relocate the campus
telephone and cable television demarcation
and terminations location inside our new
data center for telecommunications and
cable television head-end operations. We
worked closely with our telecom providers
for their space and cooling needs. We were
careful to locate the demarc room very
close to our data center. In fact, they are
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side by side. This new demarc location was
originally designed to be entered through
the data center itseif. We realized that this
was a serious physical security problem
with numerous external contractors work-
ing in that room on a weekly basis. Because
we were communicating closely with our
construction managers, we caught this
quickly. We were able to make changes not
only in the demarc entry point (to a door
outside the data center) but in how the de-
marc room would be cooled from the data
center computer room air-conditioning
units through a more secure channel under
the floor and walls. Catching this early
reduced the cost of the change and gave us
a better overall physicai security solution.
This is just one instance of many that saved
the project time and money.
4. Team management and collaboration
are important factors.
I cannot stress enough the necessity of hav-
ing your technology staff involved in the
process with the architects. construction
management, consultants, and contrac-
tors. Our staff worked as a strong team
to make our data center facility build a
success. I mentioned my staff member who
was the liaison between the construction
management and me. This staff member
was also charged with communicating
with the other IT staff members about
needs and timelines and possible problems
with the building and equipment design'
When there were problems that couldn't be
resolved, I was involved to see that a good
compromise was found among all parties
involved.
Again, locus on functionality is para-
mount. Most all the meetings with our IT
staff were focused on space utilization, en-
vironmental controls, fire suppression, and
power and backup power. Resist the temp-
tation to debate the size of offices, Iighting
choices, and wall colors. As staff members
focus on functionality, they will gain cred-
ibility within the planning process' While
our staff professionals were interested in
the more esoteric aspects of the building,
they were well focused on its functionality
for the short and long term' This unity was
definitely a major key to our success.
5, Minimize your challenges through com-
munication.
Any large project, such as a new facility, will
encounter major challenges. One of our
biggest issues was the location of our facil-
ity. For us, this debate went on for nearly
two years before any plans were made. After
severai very difficult discussions on the
topic, someone said, "Why don't you just
put it here?" Once again, communicatiotls
and brainstorming save the daY.
As an IT manager, You need an uPPer
management champion, and you must be
assertive about your role as an imPortant
contributor to the building process. Since
you will have to live with the resuits for
many years, it makes sense to have some say
in the building's functional design. AIso,
there were numerous times that we found
opportunities to save money in the overali
budget by being involved in the planning
process.
I cannot overemphasize the need for
daily communications between your IT
staff and your construction management
team and the importance of focusing on
facility functionality. These items can help
you in ways you cannot imagine in meeting
your expectations as the facility owner. The
end result will be a building that meets
your needs and meets the institutional
budget.
Keith Fowlkes is vice chancellor {or information tech-
nology and CIO at the University o{ Virginia's College
at Wise, Reach him at jklTe@uvawise.edu.
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Walt Magnussen, PhD, Texas A&M University
The Bill D' Morris Award is given each year to a member who exemplilies the ideals for
which the late president is honored: dedication, vision, professionalism, and leadership.
Walt Magnussen is the director for telecommunications at Texas A&M University and
also serves as associate director for the Academy for Advanced Telecommunications and
Learning Technology, an adjunct faculty member at Texas A&M, and co-director for the
TAMU VoIP Internet2 Technology Evaluation Center.
As a member of ACUTA since 1993, he has served as president, president-elect, im-
mediate past president, and chair of the Publications and the Awards Committees. He is a
member of the Journal Editorial Review Board and currently serves as a director at large.
At Texas A&M, he also serves or served as associate director of the Academy for Ad-
vanced Telecommunications and Learning Technology, co-director for the Texas A&M VoIp
Internet2 Technology Evaluation Center, co-chair of Internet2's VoIP Special Interest Group
and IPTV SIG, a member of the State of Texas Telecommunications Planning Oversight
council, and as a board member for the SIP Foundry, open Source SIp organization.
He has assisted with engineering the Trans Texas Video Network, one of the largest dis-
tance education networks in the world, and the Lone Star Education and Research Network,
a Texas regional optical network; and served as a consultant to distance-education projects
in more than 30 countries. Most recently he assumed a partnership role on the united
States Department of Transportation grant to demonstrate a next-generation 911 VoIP-
based emergency call center.
walt is a man of accomplishment, but more importantly he is a man of character.
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Patricia Todus, Northwestern University
Pat Todus has been a member of ACUTA for 26 years, serving as the representative of
Northwestern University since 1984. She has served in numerous leadership positions with
ACUTA, culminating with her service as president of the association in 2005-2006.
Even following her years on the Board of Directors, Pat has continued to participate ac-
tively in ACUTA as chair of the Higher Education Advisory Panel, which plans the Strategic
Leadership Forum and other important projects for the association. Pat is also a willing
contributor to our educational programs, serving as a speaker on many occasions. She is
always willing to lend a hand to fellow members, and she supports the active participation
of other IT professionals from Northwestern in ACUTA.
In addition to her leadership and service with ACUTA, Pat is an active leader within
many other higher education and IT organizations. She personifies the values and charac-
teristics of a leader in every way.
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ACUTA: Since higher education seems to
be perpetually in challenging budget times,
what is your most important financial
issue? How are you addressing it on your
campus?
Rowe: Our most important issue is sustain_
ability. How can we sustain the systems
and services into the future? Ifwe cannot
sustain all the current systems and services,
what values will we use to evaluate system
and service cuts? We believe that there is
very little, if any, fluff in our budget. Every
cut will now have a significant impact.
We are trying to encourage our campus
constituents to consider questions about
sustainable values and organizational ca-
pacity. \{4rat is our organizational capacity
for providing a given system or service, and
what value does it provide to the com-
munity? That is the discussion that has to
happen before any more budget reductions.
ACUTA: Aside from funding, what issue
are you, as the CIO, currently spending
most of your time addressing?
Rowe: There are three issues that are im-
portant at the moment:
1. Mobility. More on the edge device dis-
cussion with a different perspective, recog-
nizing that our students, faculty, and staff
are constantly in motion, with a continued
expectation to connect to campus technical
services but from a variety of networks and
locations.
2. Accessibility. We need to do more to
make our websites and materials, our sys_
tems and services, accessible to those with
disabilities.
3. Staffing. Many talented technical people
have left our state, and with the economy
improving and our salary freeze, we are
seeing staff departures. Hiring talented
replacements is a challenge and requires a
lot of effort.
ACUTA: \A/hat is the impact of this issue
for your campus? What is your strategy for
addressing this issue?
Rowe: It all comes down to having the re-
sources: time, people, funding, knowledge,
and space. Our campus discussions need
to emphasize that there are many opportu-
nities on which we can spend each dollar.
Among all the choices, where do we want
to spend each dollar? We will never have all
the resources we need, so a constant effort
is needed (in my role as CIO):
. Clearly identifr strategic priorities.
. Align resources to priorities.
. Tiain, back-source, outsource, and build
business cases to supplement resources.
. Allow priority projects to evolve as re-
sources permit, rather than overhaul all at
once (evolution not revolution).
ACUTA: Given that a key function of the
CIO's responsibility is preparing the cam_
pus to support future technologies, what
technology changes do you see for your
campus as you look forward five to seven
years?
Rowe: Our university is growing, both in
the number of students and in the diversity,
depth, and breadth of the programs offered.
Our technical resources need to expand to
accommodate that growth. I think the is-
sues mentioned earlier-consumer devices,
mobility, and accessibility-will result in
significant technical changes.
ACUTA: How are you readying the campus
for these changes?
Rowe: Much of what we do now is setting
the stage. We are talking more about the
impact of these trends on our campus tech-
nical infrastructure. We are assessing skills
and identifying knowledge areas that are
under-represented in our department. We
are evaluating o:ur organizational structure.
As purchases are made, new technical di-
rections developed, or new products evalu-
ated, we are assessing how these decisions
match up to consumer devices, mobility,
and accessibility expectations. We are
always looking on the horizon and resetting
our navigation paths to new goals.
ACUTA thanks Theresa Rowe, CIO at Oakland Univer
sity, for sharing her thoughts with us. Contact Theresa at
rowe @ oakland.edu.
a
ACUTA membership is an excettent vatue.
DoaFriendaFavor:
lnvite Someone to Join ACUTA Today!
Oakland University opened in 1959, with 570
students. The charter class graduated in 1963
with 125 students receiving diplomas. Today,
more than 18,000 students attend classes at
OU each fall, and our alumni number more
than 80,000.
Oakland University was created in 1957 when
the late Alfred and Matilda Wilson donated $2
million and their 1,500-acre estate to Michi-
gan State University to start a new college
in Oakland County. Named Michigan State
University - Oakland, the college enrolled
its first students in 1959. The name changed
to Oakland University in 1963. In 1970, the
Michigan Legislature recognized the maturity
and stature of Oakland University by granting
it autonomy, and Michigan's governor ap-
pointed Oakland's first Board of Tiustees'
With 129 baccalaureate degree programs and
99 graduate degree and certificate programs'
Oakland provides a learner-centered educa-
tion with flexible class schedules and increased
facilities, student services, classroom technolo-
gies, labs, internships, co-ops and research
opportunities with corporate partners.
Rated one ofthe country's 82 doctoral/
research universities by the Carnegie Foun-
dation for the Advancement of Teaching,
Oakland University offers students opportuni-
ties to work directly on research projects with
expert faculty who bring current knowledge
right to the classroom.
Q & A with the CIO
ACUTA: Much of the technologY we now
support in higher education is driven by
consumer electronics. What decisions about
your technology infrastructure have been
affected by this and how?
Theresa Rowe: We have three general
environments that are affected by consumer
edge device decisions:
. Academic: devices that show uP in
the classroom or are used to connect to
our LMS or other academic systems and
services.
. Lifestyle: devicesofbroadvariety,
brought into our residence halls or student
centers, by students, guests, and general
community members, including gaming
devices.
. Administrative: devices that staff mem-
bers use with the expectation of doing their
assigned work.
We need to review all areas and consider
impact. rA/hat ports need to be open on the
network? Can we identifr data elements
that might be in motion or moved from a
protected university environment to a por-
table device? Are there security concerns?
\Arhere is the line for support?
We recognize that consumer electronics,
or edge devices, have changed our decision
process. There was a time when we selected
and acquired devices, tested and evaluated
them, and announced recommendation
and support guidelines. There are simply
too many devices for us to continue in that
direction. Our constituents-students, fac-
ulty, and staff-select and acquire devices
and expect the devices to be usable on cam-
pus. We now react and try to accommodate
the service that they expect, but within
reasonable, secure, and supportable Iimits.
That is a key decision-process change:
lnstead ofbeing the driver, we are reacting
to consumer decisions. We try to make the
network accessible and data secure'
We have taken a strong data steward-
ship role, and work to help the campus
make wise decisions about data mobility
and storage locations. We try to enable and
support the individual's chosen communi-
cation path.
ACUTA: Freshmen at most institutions to-
day are far more extensive users of technol-
ogy than those of even five years ago' What
is the most challenging technical aspect this
presents for your camPus?
Rowe: Their expectations, and the expecta-
tions of their parents, are very high. Those
expectations seem to center on access and
speed. Students expect to show up in
dorm rooms with several devices (maybe a
desktop, a tablet, a smartphone, a gaming
system) and have all of them work fast,
instantly, and seamlessly. They expect to
move the devices freely around campus
and still maintain high quality of service.
We've not seen a deep understanding for
how much work this takes and how much
this environment costs to implement and
maintain.
ACUTA: In what ways has this affected how
you deliver support services?
Rowe: We are trying to understand the
blending of the 3G/4G cell network with
our campus wireless network. We are
considering service direction and when to
direct an individual to their own network
service provider as differentiated from
the university network service provision.
When do we provide e-mail support for
a smartphone and when do we direct the
smartphone owner back to their provider?
We are looking at the future and exam-
ining the impact of 3Gl4G networks under
a consumer "bring your own network"
model. Some vendors are pushing services
to local campus wireless netrvorks. Should
we be pushing those services back to the
carrier?
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lncreasingly, the role of lT is changing to accommodate the growing demands of student network-
ing. Constant policy enforcement, virus containment and the never-ending pursuit of bandwidth
play a larger role now than ever before, Consequently, more universities are finding that the work
of being an ISP is overtaking other priorities, and becoming a significant drain on department
budgets, staff and time, and a distraction from core pursuits.
That's why 50 many schools are choosing to join with Apogee as their trusted network partner.
Apogee frees you from the growing burden of managing your network and allows you to focus on
the mission-critical tasks of the university. Our network solutions are tailored to fit the evolving
needs of your campus network, and change as your needs <hange. We work with you to collabora-
tively define your service requirements and implement a plan for network development, providing
more control over your network and enabling you to position strategically for future growth,
Better service, better support and better administration begin with network partnership.
Hear :chools discuss the ir views on network partnershi$) online at
www.apogeenet.net, cr eall us at 1 {877} 478-8S58 for rr:ore information
Why add costly new PoE switches to support high
power devices when you can upgrade using your
existing Ethernet infrastructure?
The solution: low-cost PowerDsine@ Hi-PoErM Gigabit
Midspans
Easy lnstallation. Simply connect HiPoE Midspans
to your existing switches to supply up to 72 watts
of power for 802.11 n access points, pan-tilt-zoom
security cameras, lP phones and more. At about $50
a port, you'll save a bundle 
- 
and boost the return on
investment from your existing network.
More Reliable. Partnered with PowerDsine
Midspans, your mission critical switches operate cooler,
more reliably handling what they were designed for 
-communicating data. They won't require bigger, hotter
supplies just to power 802.11n devices.
Thin
Clients
lP Video
Phones
Energy Efficient, PowerDsine Midspans only deliver
the power each device actually needs. Only when
it's needed. Our exclusive PowerView ProrM network
management feature enables re-booting, individual port
on/off, timed shutdown of unused devices, and much
more. All controlled remotely.
Discover for yourself how easy, reliable and affordable
HiPoErM Midspan upgrades can be at:
http : //www. m icrosem i. com/Powerds i ne.
More power. Less cost.
PTZ ,,,i
Gameras ,'
802.11n
Access Points
HIGH PO LOWCOST
MTDSPAA' PO SOLUTIONS
